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King' s avatar episode 2

Ye Xiu is considered the best pioneer and professional player in the online game Glory. He was nicknamed Battle of the Gods for his skills and contribution to the game. However, when forced to leave the team and leave his playing career, he found a job in a nearby Internet cafe. There, when Glory
launches the tenth server, he rushes into the game again, using a new character named Lord Grim. Ye Xiu's initial achievements on the new server immediately caught the attention of many major players and guilds. They wondered about the personality of this extraordinary player. Other title: Avatar King,
Cuan Ji Gao Shaw, full-time expert, master skills, 全职⾼⼿ genres: action, comedy, game, Donghua05:5108:12 Ratings: 9.3/10 from 13 users Season: 1 YeXiu starts problems with his new job as a network manager in a network cafe. During the Glory game he continues to search for rare materials, he
must finally complete his childhood friend's self-designed Glory equipment. Team Excellent Era is dealing with the consequences of the retirement of YeXiu. It was originally published at 19:04 UTC on January 1, 2020. In the multiplayer online game Glory, Ye Xiu is seen as a tutorial and top-level pro-
player. However, for a variety of reasons, he is kicked out of the team. Leaving the pro scene, he finds a job in an Internet cafe as a manager. When Glory launches his tenth server, he rushes into the game again. With ten years of experience, memories of his past and incomplete, homemade weapons,
begins his return on the way to the top! Category: Recommended By Avatar King 1. Episode 145m2. Episode 243m3. Episode 344m4. Episode 444m5. Episode 543m6. Episode 644m7. Episode 743m8. Episode 843m9. Episode 943m10. Episode 1043m11. Episode 1144m12. Episode 1243m13.
Episode 1343m14. Episode 1444m15. Episode 1543m16. Episode 1643m17. Episode 1744m18. Episode 1844m19. Episode 1943m20. Episode 2043m21. Episode 2144m22. Episode 2243m23. Episode 2343m24. Episode 2443m25. Episode 2544m26. Episode 2644m27. Episode 2743m28. Episode
2838m29. Episode 2937m30. Episode 3038m31. Episode 3137m32. Episode 3237m33. Episode 3337m34. Episode 3438m35. Episode 3537m36. Episode 3636m37. Episode 3736m38. Episode 3836m39. Episode 3937m40. Episode 4037m The Skilled Supervisor is the second episode of The King's
Avatar, which aired on April 7, 2017, alongside the Green Forest 1.At Episode, Sleeping Moon continues to struggle with the Midnight Phantom Cat from the previous episode. Seeing that his position is hopeless, he tries to suck up lord Grim, but he only gets brushed off. With his failed attempt, Midnight
Phantom Cat jumps on him. This leads his HP to leak to 0. Lord Grime holds his weapon, the Umbrella of the Miriad Manifesto, which turns into a battle and agro turns to him as the only one left in the party. Chen Goo wakes up from sleep to see E Seing play the game at a slow pace. When she looks at
his screen, she sees a pop-up ad system proclaiming Lord Grime to get the first murder for Midnight Phantom Cat. This excites her, and she shakes and smacks the back of Ye Xiu when she sees that he also received an art book. He comes out of the plunder screen to see what the chat world is currently
spamming over Sleeping Moon and his groupies claiming Lord Grim stole the boss. Ye Xiu explains the situation to her, which leads her to be upset by the shameless Sleeping Moon. Seeing that Ye Xi is calm, she asks him if he is angry, and he replies that this is the case, although he should not show it.
She thanks him for claiming her coat and falling asleep. Because of sleeping Moon spam, Ye Xiu has trouble joining another group. He sees Sleeping Moon and his group needing another player and heads there to join their group. Sleeping Moon tells everyone about Lord Grim's alleged misconduct
again, only for him to be asked to join their group. They let him in and went to Green Forest with plans to kill him later. In Green Forest, Ye Xiu leisurely carrying the band through the raid, go as far as solo boss Livid Shadow Cat. Seeing that Green Forest is a hopeless situation and they won't be able to
kill Lord Grim there, they instead move on to Spider Cave once Lord Grim reaches level 10.The situation in The Spider's Cave continues with Lord Grim leading the group. Suddenly the spiders fall from the ceiling, but Lord Grim strikes a 180-degree blow into the air to kill the little spiders. He continues to
fight alone, hitting a 17-hit combo. After that, the boss comes crashing through a small entrance with Lord Grim rushing to engage. Four of the Full Moon Guild are surprised that he guides them through the raid and hitting the boss four times in the air (which requires 170 APM). They conclude that his
APM is well above 200, leading them to believe that they have no chance of killing him. Suddenly, the ad system comes on, congratulating Lord Grim and his band for the first clear in Spider's Cave. The scene changes on Blue River and its band, which were 10 seconds too late from getting the first clear
in Spider Cave, to the great anxiety of the bands. Blue River tells his group to find out who Lord Grim is. The scene changes to Ye Xiu and his band; all but the Sleeping Moon sucks up to it. The Sleeping Moon runs up to Lord Grim and tells him that he will overtake him, only for him to say, Good luck.
After this exchange, they run to the Emperor's Hidden Boss Spider, and Lord Grim tells them that he can kill him under certain conditions. They make him the leader of the party, and he rushes to do it. He strikes the Spider Emperor, and gives all the coordinates where He rushes to him again and slides
under the boss, hitting him from the back. He suddenly jerks out the eggs from which the little spiders pop out. Lord Grim orders them to launch an attack on the Spider-Emperor. Although Sleeping Moon doesn't do it in time for his position, Lord Grim uses the Shadow Clone to teleport to the Sleeping
Moon position and do his job for him. He continues to interact with others, forcing the Spider Emperor to be paralyzed. It shocks everyone, as they have never fought like this before, although it tells them to stay focused and keep the rhythm up. The scene switches back to Blue River and his group
regarding the position of Lord Grim. He is given a rundown of the situation between Lord Grim and the Sleeping Moon. Another ad system pops up announcing the first Spider-Man to kill, congratulating Lord Grim and his band again. This causes Blue River into a panic and he learns Herb Garden and
tyrannical ambitions have got two other Hidden Boss first kills. Back at happy Internet Cafe, E-Xie looks at his materials, but then when he closes his inventory, he sees a bunch of friends inviting from Blue River. Blue River welcomes and meets Lord Grim, explaining that he is one of the five great experts
of Blue Rain. When Lord Grim responds, Blue River invites him to join his team in Frost Forest and tells Lord Grim that they need the first clear. Ye Xiu rebuffed him and tells Blue River his terms that he wants in return, it is rare materials. When 8 White Wolf fangs pop up, Blue River spits his drink and
responds with a sweating smiley face. Ye Xiu continues to be heartless, requesting more and more. They finally agree on a deal. Noon arrives, and E-Xi, who thinks it's morning, is coming to greet Chen Goo. He tells her he's got three system ads that shock Chen Goo. He tells her he is going to sleep, but
suddenly remembers that his sleeping arrangements have not been entered with him yet. She sends him to a beautiful neighborhood, and he tells her that she is too kind, but then she is brought into the pantry. She feels bad about it, but Ye Xiu tells her that there is no need like a bed to sleep in well
enough. When she tries to tell him the blanket is too thin, she sees that he has already fallen asleep and walks away. The afternoon comes and the cafe is dark with the news of the o. Excellent era announced that their captain, E Tsyu, has decided to retire and refused any offers for other positions at the
club. Ye Xiu feels very emotional during this time, which evokes memories of him using one Autumn Leaf. He goes outside to smoke, but sees Chen Goo outside crying. She asks if he has any tissues, only for him to offer one of his cigarettes. However, when he sees her angry face, he goes after her.
Chen Goo leads inside afterwards, while Ye Xiu looks across the street to see the The Era Building. The scene ends with him leaving his current position. Position. king's avatar episode 2. king's avatar episode 2 english sub. king's avatar episode 26. king's avatar episode 27 recap. king's avatar episode
21. king's avatar episode 29. king's avatar episode 25. king's avatar episode 22
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